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Derivation of Market Value Equivalent for Untraded Stock Held by
Income Groups of Wisconsin Individuals, 1949
(in thousands)
BOOK VALUE MARKETVALUE EQUIVALENT
BankNonbank BankNonbank


















50,000 and over 7,506249,996257,502 6,530184,997191,527
All income groups $88,765$696,128 $784,893$77,226$515,134$592,360
Based on survey of tax returns. Detail will not always add to totals because of rounding.
a Represents book value multiplied by 0.87, the ratio of book to market value in 1949 of
twenty-one stocks of banks located outside New York City as computed from data in Standard and
Poor's Industry Surveys.
b Represents book value multiplied by 0.74, the ratio of book to market value in 1949 of stocks
of industrial and miscellaneous corporations as computed from "Estimate of Market Value of
Corporate Stock: 1900-1949," by Raymond W. Goldsmith and Alexander Ganz (National Bureau
of Economic Research, Capital Requirements Study, Work Memorandum 32, mimeographed,



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Estimated Number of Wisconsin Individuals Holding





















Negative 1.4 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.9
$04,999 156.1 107.6 47.5 44.2 25.6 58.1
5,000-9,999 35.7 20.7 11.3 15,9 11.0 20.4
10,000-19,999 11.5 4.8 4.4 7.4 5.4 9.3
20,000-49,999 4.3 1.6 2.0 3.1 2.8 3.9
50,000 and over 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7
Total 209.7 135.7 66.2 72.0 46.2 93.3
Based onsurvey of tax returns. Detail will not always add to totals because of rounding.
a The number of individuals holding some financial asset of the types specified is less than
the sum of the number of holders for all types because some individuals held more than one type.
bThenumber of individuals holding some corporate stock is less than the sum of the number
of holders of traded and untraded stock because some individuals held stock of both types.
146APPENDIX A
TABLE A-6
Estimated Mean and Median Size of Holdings
for Specified Types of Financial Asset Held by Wisconsin
Individuals, 1949, by Income of Holder
TYPE OF ASSET AND SIZE OF HOLDINGS
INCOME OF HOLDER Mean Median






50,000 and over 15,087 7,193






50,000 and over 47,354 19,531






50,000 and over 245,184 51,280






50,000 and over 425,623 251,020

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Estimated Dividends from Traded and from Untraded Stocks, and





Negative $261 $2,281 $2,541 $5.9 $40.5 $46.4
$0-4,999 1,669 13,719 15,388 32.5 188.4 220.9
5,000-9,999 1,084 9,978 11,062 22.6 146.0 168.6















All income groups$5,052$55,604$60,656 $104.4$809.9$914.4
UntradedStockb
Negative ... $1,162 $1,162 ... $15.8 $15.8
$0-4,999 $412 1,545 1,957 $10.5 48.1 58.6
5,000-9,999 559 2,409 2,968 7.4 77.6 85.1
10,000-19,999 468 3,998 4,466 9.2 93.8 103.1
20,000-49,999 586 7,957 8,543 10.3 161.7 172.0
50,000 and over 349 10,457 10,806 5.7 205.2 210.9
All income groups$2,373$27,527$29,901 $43.2$602.3$645.5
Based on survey of taxreturns.Detail will not always add to totals because of rounding.
a Represents market value of traded stock and unadjusted book value of untraded stock.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Risk Positionof Wisconsin Individuals Holding Rated Stock,







ITCH AGENCY RATING OF:
HAD
AAA-A BBB BB B CCC-C TOTAL
Negative ... 170 250 250 ... 670 •
$0-4,999 4,000 8,270 11,560 9,960 5,510 39,300
5,000-9,999 1,440 2,210 4,720 4,100 2,120 14,590
10,000-19,999 280 1,060 3,130 1,660 800 6,930
20,000-49,999 110 510 1,260 710 280 2,870
50,000 and over 20 120 250 120 50 560
All income levels5,850 12,340 21,170 16,800 8,760 64,920
Based on survey of tax returns. For method of calculating, risk position, see pages 119 if.
Ratings are those of December 1949. Detail will not always add to totals because of rounding.
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